


Get a Library Card

Books in this list are instantly 
available on hoopla, a streaming 
service accessible with a Mystic & 
Noank Library card. The Library pays 
for each user to download up to 
eight titles per month. 

If you have another library’s card, but 
are a resident of Groton or 
Stonington, you are eligible for a 
downloads only card. 

The best part? No holds lists!

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSf1W3G3Avi40M8shxgS8gLvlB5cQ1QAw6L6p7K4SzyyM3YJyw/viewform
https://www.hoopladigital.com/


How do I start streaming on hoopla?

1. Visit hoopladigital.com

2. Click "Get Started Today"

3. Make an account by entering your email 
and creating a password

4. Select Mystic & Noank Library from the 
list

5. Enter your library card number

6. Start streaming ebooks, audiobooks, 
comics, music, movies, and TV shows!

Find these instructions on our website.
mysticnoanklibrary.org/ebooks

https://www.hoopladigital.com/
https://mysticnoanklibrary.org/ebooks


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Meet Me in Another Life

Catriona Silvey

“Thora and Santi, two different characters with 
two differing world views are repeatedly thrown 
together in different parts of their lives. The 
premise is interesting and the writing is good, but 
somewhat confusing to the reader to adjust to 
where the characters are coming from”

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13539113
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13539113


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Pride and Prejudice 

Jane Austen

The provincial Bennet family, home to five 
unmarried daughters, is turned upside down 
when a wealthy bachelor takes up a house 
nearby.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11631568
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11631568


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

The Chemist

Stephenie Meyer 

In this gripping page-turner, an ex-agent on the 
run from her former employers must take one 
more case to clear her name and save her life.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15999614
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15999614


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Braiding Sweetgrass

Robin Wall Kimmerer 

As a botanist and professor of plant ecology, 
Robin Wall Kimmerer has spent a career learning 
how to ask questions of nature using the tools of 
science. As a Potawatomi woman, she learned 
from elders, family, and history that the 
Potawatomi, as well as a majority of other 
cultures indigenous to this land, consider plants 
and animals to be our oldest teachers. 

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11672096
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11672096


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Devil's Delight

M.C. Beaton

Beloved New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's 
cranky, crafty Agatha Raisin―the star of her own 
hit TV series―is back on the case again in Devil's 
Delight.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15492033
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15492033


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

The Nightingale

Kristin Hannah

FRANCE, 1939. In the quiet village of Carriveau, Vianne 
Mauriac says goodbye to her husband, Antoine, as he 
heads for the Front. She doesn't believe that the 
Nazis will invade France...but invade they do, in 
droves of marching soldiers, in caravans of trucks and 
tanks, in planes that fill the skies and drop bombs 
upon the innocent. When a German captain 
requisitions Vianne's home, she and her daughter 
must live with the enemy or lose everything. 

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/12028166
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/12028166


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

The Heart Principle

Helen Hoang

When violinist Anna Sun accidentally achieves 
career success with a viral YouTube video, she 
finds herself incapacitated and burned out from 
her attempts to replicate that moment. And 
when her longtime boyfriend announces he 
wants an open relationship before making a final 
commitment, a hurt and angry Anna decides 
that if he wants an open relationship, then she 
does, too. 

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/14546381
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/14546381


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

The Lost Apothecary

Sarah Penner

Hidden in the depths of 18th-century London, a 
secret apothecary shop caters to an unusual kind of 
clientele. Women across the city whisper of a 
mysterious figure named Nella who sells 
well-disguised poisons to use against the oppressive 
men in their lives. But the apothecary’s fate is 
jeopardized when her newest patron, a precocious 
12-year-old, makes a fatal mistake, sparking a string of 
consequences that echo through the centuries.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13493970
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13493970


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Once There Were Wolves

Charlotte McConaghy

From the author of the beloved national 
bestseller Migrations, a pulse-pounding new 
novel about a woman who will do anything to 
save the wolves of Scotland, and her twin sister
Inti Flynn who has never believed in the story of 
the big bad wolf. She knows the truth: it is men 
who are the real monsters.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13580373
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/13580373


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Emma 

Jane Austen

Emma is a literary classic by Jane Austen 
following the genteel women of 
Georgian-Regency England in their most 
cherished sport: matchmaking. Emma is spoiled, 
headstrong, and self-satisfied. After a couple she 
has introduced gets married, she greatly 
overestimates her own matchmaking abilities 
and, blind to the dangers of meddling in other 
people's lives, proceeds to forge ahead in her new 
interest despite objections.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11798426
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/11798426


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

Remarkably Bright Creatures

Shelby Van Pelt 

For fans of A Man Called Ove, a luminous debut 
novel about a widow's unlikely friendship with a 
giant Pacific octopus reluctantly residing at the 
local aquarium-and the truths she finally 
uncovers about her son's disappearance 30 years 
ago.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/14508576
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/14508576


TITLE:

AUTHOR:

DESCRIPTION:

A Room of One's Own 

Virginia Woolf 

First published in 1929, A Room of One's Own is 
Virginia Woolf's pioneering work on women in 
literature. An accessible yet fiercely astute 
polemic, it is a crystallisation of the intelligent 
analysis behind her novels, and confirms her as a 
writer not only of style, but of undeniable 
substance.

RATING

https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15909624
https://www.hoopladigital.com/title/15909624

